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a b s t r a c t
In this short note, we give a formula for the restriction ofmultiplier idealswhen their depth
is greater than one.
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1. Introduction
In this short note, we give a formula for the restriction of multiplier ideals when their depth is greater than one.
Let X be a smooth affine variety. Let a be an ideal sheaf on X and let c be a positive rational number. We define the
multiplier ideal sheaf J(ac) of awith weight c as
J(ac) := µ∗OY (KY/X − ⌊cD⌋)
where µ : Y → X is a log resolution of a and D is a Cartier divisor on Y satisfying OY (−D) = a · OY . We refer to the book
[2] for a comprehensive account on multiplier ideals.
One of the basic properties of multiplier ideals is the so-called restriction theorem. It says that for any smooth
hypersurface H on X , there is an inclusion
J(acH) ⊆ J(ac)H (1.1)
where aH and J(ac)H are the restrictions of a and J(ac) onto H respectively. This is in general strict, but it becomes an
equality if H is a general hypersurface on X .
In this note, we are interested in the local behavior of multiplier ideals under restriction. So we fix a closed point x of X
and we choose a general hypersurface H on X among the hypersurfaces containing x. What is implicit in the proof of the
above inclusion is the following equality.
J(acH) = J(m · ac)H (1.2)
where m is the maximal ideal sheaf of x on X . This was used in the study of the depth of multiplier ideals in [5,6]. Now we
want to know if the other side of the inclusion in (1.1),J(ac)H , also has a nice description. The following is ourmain theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let X be a smooth affine variety of dimension ≥ 2 and let x be a closed point of X. Let a be a non-zero ideal sheaf
on X and let c be a positive rational number. If
depthx,XOX/J(a
c) ≥ 2, (1.3)
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then
J(ac)H = (J(acH) :OH mH) (1.4)
holds near x, where H is a general hypersurface containing x, m is the maximal ideal sheaf of x on X and mH is the maximal ideal
sheaf of x on H.
We cannot make the lower bound in (1.3) smaller. For example, take X = Cn, x the origin of Cn and a = (x1, x2)n−1 with
n ≥ 2. Then
J(aH) = J(a)H = mH $ OH = (J(aH) : mH) (1.5)
and depthx,XOX/J(ac) = 1.
The ideal quotient in (1.4) is integrally closed sincemultiplier ideals are integrally closed. So onemight raise the following
two questions:
• Does J(ac)H remain integrally closed regardless of the condition (1.3)?• If not, is the failure of (1.4) always implies the failure of J(ac)H being integrally closed?1
The answer for the first question is false in general. See the discussion in Section 3. The previous example (1.5) shows that
the answer for the second question is also false.
In general, J(ac)H sits between two integrally closed ideal sheaves:
J(acH) ⊆ J(ac)H ⊆ (J(acH) :OH mH). (1.6)
So, if J(ac)H is not integrally closed, then both of the inclusions in (1.6) should be proper. We do not know if the converse
also holds. What we can do for now is to add a condition again in terms of the depth in which the first inclusion in (1.6)
becomes an equality.
Theorem 1.2. Let X be a smooth affine variety of dimension d ≥ 2. Let a be a non-zero ideal sheaf on X and let c be a positive
rational number. Let x be a closed point of X and let m be the maximal ideal sheaf of x on X. Then, for a general hypersurface H in
X containing x, the image J(ac)H of J(ac) in OH is an integrally closed ideal sheaf on H unless
depthx,XOX/J(a
c) ≤ 1 and depthx,XOX/J(m · ac) = 0 (1.7)
hold.
In Section 3.2, we will construct a multiplier ideal J(ac) such that J(ac)H is not integrally closed but depthx,XOX/J(ac) = 1
and depthx,XOX/J(m · ac) = 0 hold.
In this note, we work over the field of complex numbers.
2. Proofs
First, we recall a notation.
Definition 2.1. LetX be a variety. LetF be a sheaf ofOX -module. Let xbe a closed point ofX .Wedefine the depth, depthx,XF ,
of F at x as
depthx,XF := depth(mx,X ,Fx),
where (mx,X ,Ox,X ) is the local ring at x and Fx is the stalk of F at x.
Below, we prove a theorem that gives a necessary and sufficient condition for (1.4). Before we begin the proof, we recall
some facts on multiplier ideals. Here, we will continue to use the notations introduced in Section 1. In particular, H is a
general hypersurface containing x and m is the maximal ideal sheaf of x on X .
First, we have the following exact sequence (cf. Theorem 1.6 in [4])
0→ OX (−H)⊗ J(ac)→ J(m · ac)→ J(acH)→ 0, (2.1)
where the first map is induced from the natural inclusion OX (−H) → OX and the second is induced from the natural
surjection OX → OH . Therefore,
OX (−H)⊗ J(ac) = OX (−H) ∩ J(m · ac). (2.2)
Equivalently,
J(ac) = (J(m · ac) :OX OX (−H)).
In particular, we have
J(ac) = (J(m · ac) :OX m). (2.3)
Then from (2.1) and snake’s lemma, we have the following exact sequence.
0→ OX (−H)/OX (−H)⊗ J(ac)→ OX/J(m · ac)→ OH/J(acH)→ 0. (2.4)
1 I thank the referee for bring up this question.
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Theorem 2.2. We keep the same notations as in Theorem 1.1. Then
J(ac)H = (J(acH) :OH mH) (2.5)
holds if and only if the natural map induced from (2.4)
Ext1OX (OX/m,OX (−H)/OX (−H)⊗ J(ac))→ Ext1OX (OX/m,OX/J(m · ac)) (2.6)
is injective.
Proof. Recall that m is the maximal ideal sheaf of x on X . For simplicity, we will denote OX/m by k. Since
Hom(k,OX/OX (−H)) = 0,
HomOX (k,OX/(J(a
c)⊗ OX (−H))) = HomOX (k,OX (−H)/(J(ac)⊗ OX (−H))). (2.7)







0 / OX (−H)⊗ J(ac ) /
ι

J(m · ac ) /

J(m · ac )H /

0
0 / (OX (−H)⊗ J(ac ) :OX m) /
ξ

(J(m · ac ) :OX m)
ϕ /

(J(m · ac )H :OH mH )

0 / HomOX (k,OX (−H)/(OX (−H)⊗ J(ac ))) /

HomOX (k,OX /J(m · ac ))
ρ /

HomOH (k,OH/J(m · ac )H )

0 0 0
The first row is (2.1). The second row is induced from the first row by taking the ideal quotients bym. In particular, the map
ϕ is induced from the natural map OX → OH . Hence the exactness at (J(m · ac) :OX m) follows from
Kerϕ = (J(m · ac) :OX m) ∩ OX (−H) = (J(m · ac) :OX m) ∩ (OX (−H) :OX m)
= (J(m · ac) ∩ OX (−H) :OX m) = (J(ac)⊗ OX (−H) :OX m),
where the last equality follows from (2.2). The third row is induced from (2.4). Themaps ι and ξ are the ones in the following
natural exact sequence
0→ OX (−H)⊗ J(ac) ι−→ (OX (−H)⊗ J(ac) : m) ξ−→ Hom(k,OX/(OX (−H)⊗ J(ac)))→ 0. (2.8)
Note that the third non-zero term in (2.8) isHom(k,OX (−H)/(OX (−H)⊗J(ac))) because of (2.7). From the following long
exact sequence induced from (2.4)
· · · → HomOX (k,OX/J(m · ac))
ρ−→ HomOH (k,OH/J(m · ac)H)→
Ext1OX (OX/m,OX (−H)/(OX (−H)⊗ J(ac)))→
Ext1OX (OX/m,OX/J(m · ac))→ · · · ,
we know that the map in (2.6) is injective if and only if ρ is surjective. From snake’s lemma, we know Cokerϕ ∼= Cokerρ.
Hence, ρ is surjective if and only if ϕ is surjective. Since ϕ is induced from the natural mapOX → OH , it factors through the
second inclusion of (1.6) which we will denote by τ :
ϕ : (J(m · ac) : m) = J(ac) π−→ J(ac)H τ−→ (J(m · ac)H :OH mH),
where the equality is (2.3). Since π is surjective and τ is injective, ϕ is surjective if and only if τ is bijective. Hence the
theorem follows. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Since
depthx,XOX (−H)/OX (−H)⊗ J(ac) = depthx,XOX/J(ac) ≥ 2,
Ext1OX (OX/m,OX (−H)/OX (−H)⊗ J(ac)) = 0
near x and the map (2.6) is injective near x. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. First, suppose that depthx,XOX/J(ac) ≥ 2. Then the equality (1.4) holds near x. Since multiplier
ideals are integrally closed, (J(acH) : mH) is integrally closed. So J(ac)H is also integrally closed near x. On X \ {x},
J(ac)H = J(acH) holds because H becomes a general hypersurface on X \ {x} and (1.1) becomes an equality. Next, we
assume that depthx,XOX/J(ac) = 1 holds. In general, we have
depthx,XOX/J(a
c) ≥ depthx,XOX/J(m · ac).
But, since depthx,XOX/J(ac) > 0, from Theorem 1.4 in [5], we know that the equality holds if and only if J(ac) = J(m · ac).
Then, because of (1.2), J(ac)H is integrally closed if
depthx,XOX/J(a
c) = 1 = depthx,XOX/J(m · ac). 
3. Examples
The restriction of a multiplier ideal to a general hypersurface is again a multiplier ideal. However, when it is restricted
to a general hypersurface containing a fixed point it can behave badly near the point. Here we use the example 2.3 in [3] to
generate such examples.
3.1. First, we show that the restriction is no longer a multiplier ideal in general. As in [3], we take any d ≥ 3 and let
b = (f , g) ⊆ C[x1, . . . , xd]
be the complete intersection ideal generated by two general polynomials vanishing to order d − 1 at the origin viewed as
defining an ideal sheaf on X = Cd. Let a = b2. Then the calculation in Example 2.3 in [3] shows that
b = J(a)
holds. Let H be a general hypersurface containing the origin. Then the first syzygy of ideal
bH = J(a)H
violates the condition in Theorem A in [3]. Hence J(a)H is not a multiplier ideal on H .
3.2. Next, we show that the condition (1.7) is optimal on threefolds. To produce this example, we need the result in [7],
which is valid only for surfaces.
Nowwe let d = 3 in the example in Section 3.1 and let X = C3. Then, since J(a)H is not a multiplier ideal near the origin,
J(a)H is not integrally closed near the origin by the theorem of Lipman and Watanabe in [7]. It is clear that the depth of
OX/J(a) at the origin is one. Now let µ : X → X ′ be the blowing up of X at the origin with the exceptional divisor E. Then
a similar calculation as in Example 2.3 in [3] shows that
µ−1b = b′ · OX ′(−(d− 1)E)
where b′ ⊆ OX ′ is the ideal sheaf of a smooth codimension two subvariety meeting E transversely and
J(m · a) = µ∗(J(µ−1(m · a))⊗ OX ′(KX ′/X ))
= µ∗(b′ · OX ′(−dE))
= m · b
holds. Hence
J(m · a) = m · b $ b = J(a)
and the depth of OX/J(m · a) at the origin is zero. Therefore the condition (1.7) is sharp.
3.3. Finally, we show that the restriction is not even a full ideal in general. We recall the definition.
Definition 3.1. Let (R,m) be a regular local ring of dimension two. Let I be an ideal of R. We call I m-full if
(I : m) = (I : x)
holds for some x ∈ m.
The full ideals play an important role in Zariski’s theory of integrally closed ideals on regular local rings of dimension two.
If the residue field is infinite, then every integrally closed ideal is full but the converse does not hold. See [1] for a detailed
account on full ideals.
Again, we take d = 3 in the example in Section 3.1. Then
b = J(b2)
holds. So if H is a general hypersurface containing o the origin, then
ordoJ(b2)H = ordobH = 2
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and
µ(J(b2)H) = µ(b)H = 2
where µ(J(b2)H) is the number of minimal generators of J(b2)H at o. Then
µ(J(b2)H) < ordoJ(b2)H + 1
and J(b2)H is not m-full by Theorem 14.1.4 in [1].
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